Name ______________________DIRECTIONS:
1) self grade your last assignment that you turned in (PORTRAITS) using the rubric sheet
2) fill out the boxes below
Did I put in
sufficient time to
get this assignment
done? (circle)
Yes

Kinda

If Kinda or No,
why not?

What do you think
you could do to make
sure you put in
enough time for
future assignments?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
put in enough time
for future
assignments?

Any other things
that could have
helped you put in
enough time?

No

Did you reach out for help when you were having trouble? _______________________________
Where can you go for help? _______________________________________________________
Did I use different
strategies for the
assignment if what
I tried first didnt
work?
Yes

Kinda

Kinda

What strategies could
you have used to
make your photos for
this assignment
better?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
with strategies to
make your photos
for this assignment
better?

Any other things
that you could ahve
done differently to
make better
photos?

If Kinda or No,
why not?

What do you think
you could do to make
sure you stick with
something even when
it is hard?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
stick with
something even
when it is hard?

Any other things
that could have
helped you stick
with your plan even
when it was hard?

No

Did you stick with
your plan for this
assignment even
when it was hard?
Yes

If Kinda or No,
why not?

No

it wasnt hard at all

Did any of the
things we did
during this unit help
you understand
and complete the
assignment?
-CIRCLE for YES
-BOX for KINDA
-X for NO

Epp explaining project on first day of unit

Epp explaining other days

examples on web site

assignment on web site

mapping portrait choices on blackboard

video about reflectors, etc

annie liebovitz video

planning worksheet

group review of what we learned so far

rubric

other (explain):

Name ______________________DIRECTIONS:
1) self grade your last assignment that you turned in (ADV TECHNIQUE) using the rubric
2) fill out the boxes below
Did I put in
sufficient time to
get this assignment
done? (circle)
Yes

Kinda

If Kinda or No,
why not?

What do you think
you could do to make
sure you put in
enough time for
future assignments?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
put in enough time
for future
assignments?

Any other things
that could have
helped you put in
enough time?

No

Did you reach out for help when you were having trouble? _______________________________
Where can you go for help? _______________________________________________________
Did I use different
strategies for the
assignment if what
I tried first didnt
work?
Yes

Kinda

Kinda

What strategies could
you have used to
make your photos for
this assignment
better?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
with strategies to
make your photos
for this assignment
better?

Any other things
that you could ahve
done differently to
make better
photos?

If Kinda or No,
why not?

What do you think
you could do to make
sure you stick with
something even when
it is hard?

What could Ms.
Epp do to help you
stick with
something even
when it is hard?

Any other things
that could have
helped you stick
with your plan even
when it was hard?

No

Did you stick with
your plan for this
assignment even
when it was hard?
Yes

If Kinda or No,
why not?

No

it wasnt hard at all

Did any of the
things we did
during this unit help
you understand
and complete the
assignment?
-CIRCLE for YES
-BOX for KINDA
-X for NO

Epp explaining project on first day of unit

Epp explaining other days

examples on web site

assignment on web site

working on group presentation

looking at Flickr examples

Listening to other group's presentations

talking with Ms. Epp

Talking to other people in class

other (explain):

in class demonstration with
camera hooked up to computer

